Call for Application

Finance

Imagine becoming a Finance specialist of a multi-billion-dollar enterprise that impacts lives and businesses from Seattle to Sydney to Brazil. Here, we encourage you to think big and use your insight on complex, large-scale projects that directly affect the company’s bottom line. What’s more, your keen eye for investment opportunities will have the backing of a global leader with over $60 billion in annual revenue.

Some of our MBA Finance positions include:
- Business / Services Controller
- Business Controller
- Segment Controller
- Business Analyst
- Finance Analyst
- Senior Business Analyst

Note: Roles above can be dependent on prior experience and skill set.

Sample locations:
Amsterdam, Australia, Brazil, China, Gurgaon, Hungary, Madrid, Mexico, Milan, Moscow, Romania, Singapore, Tokyo, Reading UK

Please note that by applying to this position you will be considered for all MBA Finance positions.

Our MBA Finance positions are part of our MACH Program which provides additional onboarding and training within our global community.

There has never been a better time for finance professionals to do challenging work at Microsoft. Our traditional businesses are looking to build on top of a huge base business and our newer products and services are still looking for the “profit zone”. Join us and you can play an integral part in the story that has yet to be written about our ever-evolving business.

On top of education and experience, success in this role calls for the kind of skills you can’t teach. At the end of the day, your gut-level instinct, knack for anticipating customer desires and interests, and ability to follow through is what will grow existing business and take emerging technologies to the next level.

Microsoft Academy of College Hires (MACH MBA)
The MACH MBA Program is an 18-24 month comprehensive Leadership and Business development program custom designed for our newest MBA hires.

The MACH program enables MBAs to start strong, build their networks and drive their long-term careers at Microsoft. We do this by offering you world-class training designed for executives, a global community of over 1800 MACH program alumni in over 60 countries and coaching/leadership development from some of the brightest minds in the industry. The MACH program is global in scale and encompasses all of our regions in Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA), Asia Pacific (APAC), the Americas, Greater China Region and Japan.
Application Process:

Applications are welcome from candidates with work authorization in the location they are applying to and local language fluency.

- Send your application to careers.online@ie.edu by 10th Oct 7PM
- In the subject line say “Microsoft location_Position_Name and Surname”. E.g. “Microsoft Madrid_Finance_Jane Smith”
- Attach a CV and a Cover letter saved in one document named candidatenameloaction.doc. Save it as a WORD DOC.
- If you apply to multiple positions, send separate emails per application
- Copy your advisor in all applications